Specialized Machine Tool Builder

Horizontal High Precision Lathe (CM-400, CM-400V)
Features:

CM-400: Equipped with 2/3-axis DRO(Optional), the series is a
standard type precision lathe, spindle speed is 45-1800rpm. (16steps,
manual).

CM-400V: Equipped with 2/3-axis DRO(Optional), and serially with
Delta frequency inverter for high torque in low speed range and nearly
constant speed at heavy workloads, The series lathe can realize
stepless speed adjustment in the steps. Spindle speed is 30550rpm.(low) and 550-3000rpm.(high), [ manual two steps and stepless
in the steps].

CM-400x1000MM
Swing Diam:
-Over bed: 410mm
-Over carriage:255mm
-Over Gap: 580mm
Center width: 1000mm
Bed width: 250mm

CM-400Vx1000MM

Standard Accessories:

Optional Accessories:
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Three jaw chuck
Dead centers
Thread chasing dial
Splash guard
Oil gun
Work light
Cooling system
Steady rest
Follow rest
Change gears
Foundation bolts
Toolbox & tools 1 set
Operator manual
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Living center
Taper turning attachment
Drill chuck
Foot brake
Quick change tool holder
2/3 axis digital readout
Chuck cover
Leadscrew cover
Tool post cover
Four jaw chuck
Face plate
Reducing sleeves
Delta frequency inverter
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LATHE MACHINE

This series universal center lathe is a fantastic model for small to medium size turning works. Even its basic configuration includes
important accessories, such as 3-jaw chuck, steady and follow rest, change gears etc. Increasing the application area of this
model significantly. For reducing the non-productive time, this model is also can equipped with 2 or 3 axis digital readout.
⚫ Inductive hardened, polished grey cast-iron machine bed.
⚫ Electro mechanical foot brake reduces downtime significantly.
⚫ State-of-the-art main spindle bearing with high quality angular ball bearings.
⚫ Easy, smooth and precisely adjustable speed and feed settings.
⚫ Hardened, polished gears and shafts, also in feed gear unit.
⚫ Centrally located, logical switches for feeds and threads with leadscrew and feed rod.
⚫ Adjustable tailstock for taper turning, handwheel feature adjustable scale(0.02mm).
⚫ The removeable bridge allows machining of workpieces with a big diameter.
⚫ Head stock gears are made of high quality steel ground and hardened more than HRC 48°.

Specialized Machine Tool Builder

Horizontal High Precision Lathe (CM-400, CM-400V)
Carriage: X/Z axis automatic feed through

Spindle box and feeding box can
realize 16steps spindle speed
choose and different feeding
speed & various threads
requirement. Hardened and
ground all gears can gain
enough transmission torque and
accuracy.
Famous
brand

one handle, spindle operating handle controls
spindle CW or CCW, with vertical 4-station
manual tool post can meet normal machining
requirement.
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and
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operate.

tailstock, thereby.

Tailstock: Enough rigidity, can loading
heavy workpiece and power cutting.
Adjusting tailstock can cutting long
taper parts, quill scale can accurately
feed, especially for drilling and
reaming.

With high-rigid and precision 3-jaw chuck ensure clamping
accuracy of workpiece, and power off when opening the chuck
guard; Equipped with steady rest for machining long bar.

Technical Parameter:
Specification
Swing over bed
Swing over cross slide

CM-400x1000/1500
410mm (16'')
255mm (10'')

CM-400Vx1000/1500
410mm (16'')
255mm (10'')

580mm (22'')
205mm (8'')
1000mm (40'')/ 1500mm(59")
250mm (10'')
20x20mm (3/4''x3/4'')
210mm (8 1/2'')
140mm (5 1/2'')
52mm (2")
D1-6
4TPI

580mm (22'')
205mm (8'')
1000mm (40'')/ 1500mm(59")
250mm (10'')
20x20mm (3/4''x3/4'')
210mm (8 1/2'')
140mm (5 1/2'')
52mm (2")
D1-6
4TPI

45-1800rpm(16steps)

30-550rpm or 550-3000rpm (2steps)

2-72TPI (45Nos)
0.1-14mm (39Nos)

2-72TPI (45Nos)
0.1-14mm (39Nos)

0.05-1.7mm/rev (0.002''-0.067''/rev)

0.05-1.7mm/rev (0.002''-0.067''/rev)

0.025-0.85mm/rev (0.001''-0.0335''/rev)

0.025-0.85mm/rev (0.001''-0.0335''/rev)

0.3-3.5MP (18Nos)
8-44DP (21Nos)
50mm(2'')
120mm(4-3/4'')
MT No.4
3PH, 3.3/2.2kw
3PH, 90w
206/256x90x164cm
1300/1550kg
1500/ 1750kg

0.3-3.5MP (18Nos)
8-44DP (21Nos)
50mm(2'')
120mm(4-3/4'')
MT No.4
3PH, 3.3/2.2kw
3PH, 90w
206/256x90x164cm
1350/1600kg
1555/1755kg

Swing in gap diameter x width
Height of center
Distance between centers
Width of bed
Cutting tool max section
Total travel of cross slide
Total travel of top slide
Spindle bore
Spindle morse taper in bore
Lead screw thread
Spindle speeds range
Threads imperial pitches
Threads metric pitches
Longitudinal feeds
Cross feeds
Range of module pitches
Range of diametral pitches
Tailstock quill diameter
Total travel of tailstock quill
Taper in tailstock quill
Spindle drive motor
Coolant pump motor
Packing size (LxWxH)
Net weight
Gross weight
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LATHE MACHINE

Guideway: Double V-type
rail, hardened and ground
guideway
guarantees

bearings make running more

